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CEB’s Renewal Retreat Helps Attorneys Hit Refresh and Earn CLE 

Oakland—Continuing Education of the Bar (CEB), California’s premier MCLE provider, invites California 
attorneys to attend its Renewal Retreat: Hit Refresh on Your Practice, to be held on the University of 
California, Berkeley, campus on Friday, October 27th. Hosted at The Faculty Club, the conference will 
help busy attorneys unwind as they earn 6 MCLE credit hours, including 1.5 hours of the Competence 
Issues Special Requirement.   

Attendees will get beneficial techniques to deal with stress as well as specific methods for 
communication that builds trust and respect. Trainings in mindfulness will also be available from 
venerable author, attorney, and Forbes contributor Jeena Cho, a legal mindfulness facilitator and author 
of The Anxious Lawyer.  

Other speakers on a rich panel include Richard P. Carlton, MPH, attorney therapist of Coping Skills for 
Legal Professionals; Lindsay B. Hill, Director of Recruiting at Solutus; David Mann of The Other Bar; 
Marcy Sharafian, a mediator and collaborative attorney; and Larry C. Rosen, a family law mediator and 
founder of Through Understanding. 

Attorneys looking to hit refresh for a day and reflect on building sustainable legal careers while 
immersing themselves in the natural beauty of Berkeley are encouraged to enroll. Attendees looking to 
make a weekend of it can find lodging at a number of options near campus including The Bancroft Hotel, 
Hotel Durant, the Julia Morgan-designed gem that is the Berkeley City Club, and, of course, The famed 
Claremont Hotel. 

CEB, the leading source for legal education and legal research solutions for California lawyers, is a self-
supporting program of the University of California that is cosponsored by the State Bar of California. 
Founded in 1947 with the mandate to cultivate the professional development of California lawyers, CEB 
was the first organization to offer formal continuing legal education in the state. 
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